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The device is for informational measurements only. 
The manufacturer shall not be liable for the accuracy 
of the measurement results or for any financial or 
material damage that may result from them. 

 

 
Be sure to read this user guide carefully before using 
the product! 
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Dear Customer! 

Thank you for choosing the BeeHub Scale automatic hive scale. During 

the development process, we have placed great emphasis on reliability, 

ease of use and long, tamper-free operating times. 

1. General information 
 

Product parameters 

Frame material Aluminium 
Self-weight of the scale 4 kg 
Power supply 3 x AA 1,5 volts batteries 
Wireless communication Sigfox network 
Maximum capacity 170 kg 
 

External dimensions 
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 Sigfox communation 

The scale uses the global Sigfox IoT network for communication, 

which should not be confused with the GSM network. There is no 

correlation between Sigfox network coverage and mobile network 
coverage, so where there is insufficient mobile phone coverage, there 

may still be Sigfox coverage. The technology is all about high 

bandwidth, low power data transmission. 

Given that the scale does not use a SIM card, but communicates on the 

network with its own unique, non-transferable ID burned into its 

hardware, the theft of the device is pointless. Only the registered user 
associated with it can use it. 

 

Package contents:  

   1x BeeHub Scale remote hive scale  

   1x Magnetic antenna 
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2. Installation 
 

Parts of the scale 

 

 

All you need to set up is a smartphone, PC or other device with internet 

access. 

 

 

 

Scale 

placement
Registration Turning on
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•••• After unpacking, place the hive scale in the desired location. 

Make sure that the scale is placed on a flat surface and does 
not wobble. 

 

•••• Unscrew the 4 screws of the electronics box cover, then remove 

the cover. Insert the three AA pencil batteries. 
Then screw the lid back on! 

 

 

When inserting the batteries, pay attention to their 
polarity. 
Important! Do not turn on the scale yet! 

 

 

The next step is to register the device:  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you do not have an existing BeeHub account: 

Before you turn on the scale, open 

platform.beehub.hu on your phone or other device 

and click Add Device. The first part of the registration 
process requires you to enter your personal details. 

Name, phone number, email address, billing 

information. 

You then need to set the parameters of the scale. 

 

If you already have a BeeHub account: 

Log in at platform.beehu.hu with your email address 

and password. Click on the + icon in the top right 

corner of the page to add another device to the 
system. 
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You must specify the following settings when registering the 

device: 

 

  Device name: 

You can enter the name of the device you want to use to take 

the measurements. You can enter any name. This is particularly 

useful when using several scales at the same time. 

 
  Measurement frequency: 

You can select how often the scale takes the measurement and 

sends the data. This setting is always downloaded by the scale 

when it is switched on, so if you change it at any time after 
switching on, you will need to switch the scale off and on again 

to make the new settings to take effect. 

 
 

  Email notification: 

You can turn on email notification. The system will then send 

the measured weight, temperature, humidity, battery charge 
level data to the email address you set here every time a 

measurement is taken. 

 

  Push Notification: 

If you have the BeeHub app installed on your smartphone, the 

system will immediately display the measurement results and 

any alerts in the form of Push Notification in the notification bar 
of your smartphone. 

 

   Alert email address: 

In case of alarm (scale moving), the system sends a notification 
to this email address. 
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You are free to change all the information you entered when 

registering on the online platform (platform.beehub.hu). 
After successful registration, switch on the scale using the key 

switch. After switching on, it will immediately beep to indicate 

that it is switched on. The scale uses GPS to determine your 
position and then retrieves your settings from the cloud. This 

can take several minutes. The end of the process is indicated 

by a short or longer beep every second. A longer beep means 

that the settings have failed to be downloaded from the cloud. 
There may not be sufficient Sigfox coverage in the area, 

causing the scale to stop. Turn off the scale using the key 

switch. In such a case, try relocating the antenna and then turn 

the scale back on. Please note that the scale always tare when 

switched on, so the hive should not be on the scale when 

switched on! 

 

 

•••• In case you heard a short beep, the settings have been 

successfully downloaded. The scale then switches to normal 

measuring mode or to calibration mode (if selected. For 
calibration, see the calibration chapter). 

 

•••• In case you heard a short beep, the settings have been 

successfully downloaded and the scale has started to tare. 
Now you can put the hood on it. Two more beeps indicate that 

the scale has detected that the hive has been placed on the 

scale. 

 

•••• The device then takes a measurement, sends it to the cloud and 

then goes to sleep. From then on, it automatically measures 

and sends data according to the set measurement frequency. 

 

•••• You will receive an email notification of successful activation if 

you have enabled notifications on the platform. 
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•••• Check the first measurement results on the online platform 
(platform.beehub.hu) or in the smartphone app. 

To change the measurement frequency, switch the scale off 

and then on again as described above. This is necessary 

because the device downloads the new settings from the cloud 
when it is switched on. 

 

•••• After installation, the scale automatically takes measurements 

at the set intervals. You can view the results in the app or on the 
online platform (www.beehub.hu) 

 

3. Modes 
 Init mode 

When the scale is switched on, the first thing it does is determine its 

position using GPS and then download the settings from the cloud. 

This can take up to 2-3 minutes. It is important that the scale has to be 

placed outdoors to ensure that it can pick up GPS satellite signals. 
Once it has found your position and downloaded the settings, it will 

beep to indicate what to do next: 

•••• A short beep 

Normal weighing mode means you can put the hive on the 

scale. The scale then takes a measurement, sends it to the 

cloud and then goes into sleep mode. 
 

•••• Continuous long beeps every second 

Failed to download settings. Probably a coverage problem 

occurred. Reposition the antenna and try again. 
 

•••• Short, continuous beeps every second 

When calibration mode is started, you can put the hive on it. 
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 Normal measurement 

In this mode, the scale will take the measurement at the set intervals 

and send it to the BeeHub cloud. Measured values are Weight, 

Temperature, Humidity, Battery charge level. After the measurement 
and data transmission is complete, it goes into sleep mode to minimize 

consumption. 

 

 Sleep mode 
. It switches to sleep mode immediately after a normal measurement, 
ensuring low power consumption. It wakes up and performs a normal 

measurement every set measurement cycle and then switches back to 

sleep mode. It does this until it is switched off or the battery is 
discharged. 

 Alarm mode 

When the balance is moved, it immediately goes into alarm mode. An 

alarm message is sent to the cloud, from where the owner is notified 
via email, BeeHub smartphone app or both, depending on the settings. 

After the alarm is triggered, it will continuously send its position at 

intervals set on the platform, e.g. every 10 minutes, until you deactivate 
the alarm status on the platform or until a total of 5 positions have 

been sent. So you will send position data up to five times, leaving as 

much time between transmissions as you have set in the device 
settings on the platform (Alarm frequency). Once you have deactivated 

the alarm condition or sent 5 positions, the scale will resume normal 

measurement mode. 

You can turn off the alarm function in the device settings on the 

platform to reduce the consumption of the scale! 
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4. Online platform 
 

The web interface can be accessed by clicking on the platform login 

link in the top right corner of the www.beehub.hu/en/ page, or directly 

at platform.beehub.hu.  

   

On the login page, type in the email address and password you 

provided when you registered, then click the login button. 

 

5. Smartphone application 
 

The smartphone app can be downloaded free of charge from the 

Android PlayStore. Search for Beehub Platform in the search field, then 
install the app or scan the QR code below to download: 

 

After installation, you will need to log in with the data you registered in 
Chapter 3. 

You won't find all the features in the smartphone app, only the most 

important ones. So, for example, if you want to start a calibration or 
modify user data, you have to go to the web interface where you can 

access all the functions. 
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6. Calibration 
 

The scale is delivered in factory calibrated condition. If, during use, you 

find it necessary to recalibrate the scale, follow the steps below: 

You need a 20kg weight! 

It is very important that you can only calibrate the scale with a weight 

of 20kg, but the accuracy of this is critical as it will affect the accuracy 
of the scale after calibration. Calibrate with the most accurate weight 

possible! 

You can start the calibration process on the beehub platform. Log in at 

platform.beehub.com.  

Navigate to the settings of the scale you want to calibrate, including 
the Device information tab. There click on the Calibrate Device button. 

The device settings will have saved the fact that you want to calibrate. 

Put the scale outside and leave it there for at least 30 minutes to take 

the temperature of its environment. 

Then connect the antenna and switch on the balance. (do not put 
anything on it at this time). The device will position itself and download 

its settings from the cloud, including whether calibration is required. 

Once this is done, the scale will beep every second to tell you to put the 
20kg weight on it. The scale then performs the calibration, which can 

take 1-2 minutes. If you hear several rapid beeps in succession, the 

calibration has been successful. You can remove the weight and 

switch the scale off. You can also switch the scale off if you want to 
use it for normal weighing straight away. 
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7. Audible signals 
 

The scale will give an audible signal to indicate the current operating 

mode or an error. The following table shows the meanings of the 

audible signals: 

A short beep 

. 

Immediately after switching on, 
you hear a beep: it indicates that 
the scale has been switched on 

After the scale was switched on, 
it determined its position, sent it 
to the cloud and downloaded the 
settings at the same time. After 
the signal you can put the hive on 
the scale 

Two long beeps 

__ __ 

After the hive has been placed, it 
indicates that the hive has been 
placed. After that, do not move 
the hive as this may interfere 
with the measurement. 

 
Short beeps every second 

. . . . . 
 

The calibration program has 
started successfully, place the 
20kg calibration weight on the 
scale 

Long beeps every second 

__ __ __ __ __ 

After switching on the balance, it 
determined its position, sent it to 
the cloud, but failed to download 
the settings. Relocate the 
antenna for better reception. 
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A short melody 

The calibration process is 
complete, you can switch off the 
balance. The next time the 
balance is switched on, it will 
start up in normal operation. 

 

8. Troubleshooting 
 

Error Cause of error Solution 

The scale does not turn on 

Batteries inserted 
with incorrect 

polarity 

Check that the batteries 
are inserted with the 
correct polarity (+, -) 

The batteries are 
discharged 

Replace the batteries 

After switching on, instead 
of a beep, you hear 

intermittent, long beeps 

The scale did not 
receive the settings 
due to a coverage 

problem in the 
cloud 

Move the antenna and 
try again 

The weight measured by 
the scale is significantly 

different from the expected 
value 

Calibration is not 
correct 

Recalibrate the balance 
as described in point 7 
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Notes 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


